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Preface
This section discusses the conventions used in this guide, ways to provide feedback, additional help, and
other Extreme Networks publications.

Conventions
This section discusses the conventions used in this guide.

Text Conventions
The following tables list text conventions that are used throughout this guide.

Table 1: Notice Icons
Icon Notice Type Alerts you to...

General Notice Helpful tips and notices for using the product.

Note Important features or instructions.

Caution Risk of personal injury, system damage, or loss of data.

Warning Risk of severe personal injury.

New! New Content Displayed next to new content. This is searchable text within the PDF.

Table 2: Text Conventions
Convention Description

Screen displays This typeface indicates command syntax, or represents information as it appears on the
screen.

The words enter and
type

When you see the word “enter” in this guide, you must type something, and then press
the Return or Enter key. Do not press the Return or Enter key when an instruction
simply says “type.”

[Key] names Key names are written with brackets, such as [Return] or [Esc]. If you must press two
or more keys simultaneously, the key names are linked with a plus sign (+). Example:
Press [Ctrl]+[Alt]+[Del]

Words in italicized type Italics emphasize a point or denote new terms at the place where they are defined in
the text. Italics are also used when referring to publication titles.
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Terminology
When features, functionality, or operation is specific to a switch family, such as ExtremeSwitching™ or
Summit®, the family name is used. Explanations about features and operations that are the same across
all product families simply refer to the product as the switch.

Providing Feedback to Us
We are always striving to improve our documentation and help you work better, so we want to hear
from you! We welcome all feedback but especially want to know about:

• Content errors or confusing or conflicting information.

• Ideas for improvements to our documentation so you can find the information you need faster.

• Broken links or usability issues.

If you would like to provide feedback to the Extreme Networks Information Development team about
this document, please contact us using our short online feedback form. You can also email us directly at 
internalinfodev@extremenetworks.com.

Getting Help
If you require assistance, contact Extreme Networks using one of the following methods:

• GTAC (Global Technical Assistance Center) for Immediate Support

• Phone: 1-800-998-2408 (toll-free in U.S. and Canada) or +1 408-579-2826. For the support
phone number in your country, visit: www.extremenetworks.com/support/contact

• Email: support@extremenetworks.com. To expedite your message, enter the product name or
model number in the subject line.

• Extreme Portal — Search the GTAC knowledge base, manage support cases and service contracts,
download software, and obtain product licensing, training, and certifications.

• The Hub — A forum for Extreme customers to connect with one another, answer questions, and
share ideas and feedback. This community is monitored by Extreme Networks employees, but is not
intended to replace specific guidance from GTAC.

Before contacting Extreme Networks for technical support, have the following information ready:

• Your Extreme Networks service contract number and/or serial numbers for all involved Extreme
Networks products

• A description of the failure

• A description of any action(s) already taken to resolve the problem

• A description of your network environment (such as layout, cable type, other relevant environmental
information)

• Network load at the time of trouble (if known)

• The device history (for example, if you have returned the device before, or if this is a recurring
problem)

• Any related RMA (Return Material Authorization) numbers

Extreme Networks Documentation
To find Extreme Networks product guides, visit our documentation pages at:
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Current Product Documentation www.extremenetworks.com/documentation/

Archived Documentation (for earlier
versions and legacy products)

www.extremenetworks.com/support/documentation-archives/

Release Notes www.extremenetworks.com/support/release-notes

Open Source Declarations
Some software files have been licensed under certain open source licenses. More information is
available at: www.extremenetworks.com/support/policies/software-licensing.
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1 Preparing to Migrate Location
Based Services from ADSP
Suggested Migration Path - WiNG and ADSP to ExtremeLocation
Preparing ADSP for Migrating Location Based Services
Preparing ExtremeLocation for Migrating Location Based Services

Customers who use Proximity Awareness and Analytics services on AirDefense Service Platform
(ADSP), can now migrate these services to ExtremeLocation as it provides enhanced location based
services as well as and superior scalability performance. Once migrated, ExtremeLocation becomes the
default location service provider for your sites.

The general steps for this migration are:

• Export site details and RTLS calibrations from ADSP

• Upload the site details to ExtremeLocation

• Migrate site details into ExtremeLocation

• Review the imported site details for issues and correct if required from within ExtremeLocation

Suggested Migration Path - WiNG and ADSP to ExtremeLocation
These steps are for existing AirDefense Service Platform customers who have both WiNG and ADSP
deployed, specifically older WiNG releases (pre version 5.9.2). The following steps must be completed
to successfully migrate ADSP Location Based Services to ExtremeLocation.

• Upgrade WiNG to version 5.9.2

• Upgrade ADSP to version 9.5 to enable it to work with WiNG version 5.9.2.

• Deploy the migration patch to ADSP

• Migrate data from ADSP to ExtremeLocation as defined in this document. Do not configure API end
points (using the server URL and API key) for those RF Domains that have an equivalent site in
either ExtremeLocation or ADSP

• Once migration from ADSP is successful, you can (optionally) configure the REST API end points
(using server URL and API key) for those RF Domains that do not have an equivalent site in
ExtremeLocation post migration

• Configure ExtremeLocation Tenant Account Number for all those RF Domains that do not have an
equivalent site in ExtremeLocation post migration

• Continue to use ADSP to configure Sensors. You will be able to configure Sensors on ADSP without
the ADSP Proximity License.

ExtremeLocation Migrating Location Based Services from ADSP to ExtremeLocation for
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Preparing ADSP for Migrating Location Based Services

Note
Migrating Location Based Services from ADSP to ExtremeLocation does not export location
and analytics data. Migration only exports site setup, floor plans, and RTLS calibration data.

ADSP has to be patched before you can export setup and calibration data to ExtremeLocation.

Please contact GTAC (Global Technical Assistance Center) to request this ADSP patch.

GTAC (Global Technical Assistance Center) for Immediate Support

• Phone: 1-800-998-2408 (toll-free in U.S. and Canada) or +1 408-579-2826. For the support phone
number in your country, visit: www.extremenetworks.com/support/contact

• Email: support@extremenetworks.com. To expedite your message, enter the product name or model
number in the subject line.

GTAC will give you instructions to download the correct patch and help you apply it to the ADSP server.
Applying this patch enables exporting site information including calibration data.

Preparing ExtremeLocation for Migrating Location Based Services

Important
Before you start the migration process, ensure that you have adequate licenses for the
number of devices/sensors being imported from ADSP. Without adequate number of licenses
on ExtremeLocation, locationing for your sites might work partially or might not work at all.
Additional licenses can be generated from your account at Extreme Networks License Portal.
You must log in to this portal and manually generate the license key.

Preparing to Migrate Location Based Services from ADSP
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2 Migrating ADSP Location Based
Services
Exporting Location Based Services Data from ADSP
Transfer the Downloaded .zip File
FloorPlan.zip File Structure
Download the Migration Script
Executing the Migration Script
Migration Errors

Migrating location based services from AirDefense Service Platform involves running a command from
within the ADSP command line interface (CLI). This creates a zip file containing exported data like sites,
floor plans, regions, and calibration information.

Exporting Location Based Services Data from ADSP
Exporting location based services data from AirDefense Service Platform involves using the CLI to
create a zip file for all the sites managed by ADSP.

To export the location based services data:

Note
It is assumed that you are using a Microsoft™ operating system to perform this migration.
Ensure that you have WinSCP and PuTTY installed on the PC that is used for migration. For
other operating systems, you would require the appropriate SSH and FTP tools to access the
CLI and to copy files from the ADSP server.

Note
Have the following information and credentials ready:

• URL or IP address of the ADSP server

• The default login credentials for accessing the AirDefense Service Platform CLI. This is
usually

Username smxmgr

Password smxmgr

• Also have the root password for the system that runs the ADSP server. Please contact
Extreme Networks GTAC (Global Technical Assistance Center) for this password.
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1 From your operating system, launch WinSCP.

The WinSCP user interface launches.

Configure your login similar to the above image.

Migrating ADSP Location Based Services
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2 Select the Login button at the bottom of the WinSCP window.

You are connected to the remote AirDefense Service Platform server.

Migrating ADSP Location Based Services
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3 From the main menu, select Commands > Open in PuTTY.
A SSH PuTTY session is created for the remote ADSP server.

WinSCP connects to the ADSP server using the smxmgr user account.

4 Enter the password for this account.
The ADSP CLI displays.

Migrating ADSP Location Based Services
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5 At the prompt, type letmeout to exit out of the AirDefense Service Platform CLI.

You are taken to the Home directory for the smxmgr account.

6 At the command prompt, type su to enter the superuser mode for this ADSP server and when
prompted, type the root password.

7 At the command prompt, type command exportFloorplan.

The command is executed and provides a status of progress.

Migrating ADSP Location Based Services
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This process will take time if your ADSP server manages a large number of sites and sensors. At the
end of this process, the command displays a summary of files created by it.

Migrating ADSP Location Based Services
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A zip (compressed zip file) is created for each site managed by this ADSP server. These zip files
are then packaged in another zip file. This file can be found in the folder /usr/local/tmp and is
always named as FloorPlan.zip.

8 At the command prompt, type exit followed by the Enter key. Repeat this command once more
to gracefully exit out of ADSP CLI.

The WinSCP window now becomes available for use.

Transfer the Downloaded .zip File
You should have exported the floor map and configuration details from within the AirDefense Service
Platform CLI environment. If not done, see Exporting Location Based Services Data from ADSP on page
9 for instructions.

On exiting PuTTY, the WinSCP application is now available to transfer the exported zip file to your local
PC.

The exported zip file can be found in the folder /usr/local/tmp and is always named as
FloorPlan.zip.

1 From within the WinSCP interface, navigate to the /usr/local/tmp directory on the ADSP server.

2 Select the file named FloorPlan.zip on the remote ADSP server and drag it to the adjacent
window.

The file FloorPlan.zip is copied from the remote ADSP server to the local PC.

Migrating ADSP Location Based Services
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Download the migration scripts from within the ExtremeLocation user interface. For instructions, see 
Download the Migration Script on page 17

FloorPlan.zip File Structure

Contents of the FloorPlan.zip file
The FloorPlan.zip file is a collection of zip for each floor in the site and a csv file containing the
mapping for the zip files in this FloorPlan.zip file.

A typical floorplans.csv file contains the sites mapped to its zip file.

Example:

10013,ADSP, , , , ,ScaleTest
10011,ADSP, , , , ,USSite
10005,ADSP,India,Karnataka,Bengaluru,IISC,LAB                
            

In each line of this file, the first column is the zip file name and the rest of the contents identifies a
site's hierarchy - default-root-name (ADSP in most cases), country, region, city, campus, area.

Contents of a site zip file
The site zip file is a numbered file. Each individual site managed by ADSP has a separate zip file. The
default file name included in the site zip file is always Initial_Design.spz.

Note
The site zip file can have a different name when the Design Name for the site is modified in
ADSP.

File Contents

The Initial_Design.spz file contains the following:

• Floor Plan Images

• List of Floors and Devices (in the file RFDesign.xml)

• Calibration Data

• RFDesign.xml - This xml file contains all the floors and device details for this site. This file provides
the mapping between floor map images and floors and also the mapping between the devices and
the floors

• background-floor_<numbers> - This file contains the floor plan images for the site.

• measurements.mlzs - This special zip file contains the calibration data and contains multiple files
with the mlz extension. A file with the mlz extension is created at the end of each site survey done
for the site. Each mlz file contains the following files:

• logfile.xml - This file is a mapping of contents between the logfile_building.log and
logfile_reverse_RSSI.log files.

• logfile_building.log - This file contains a list of marks for sensor survey. Each marker creates an
entry with marker id, x,y location, time and floor number.

Migrating ADSP Location Based Services
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• logfile_reverse_RSSI.log - This file lists all the Sensor RSSI values for each client with sensor MAC
and Client MAC for every marker listed in the above logfile_building.log file

Download the Migration Script
You must have exported the floor plans and other configuration details from within AirDefense Service
Platform using the ADSP CLI environment. If not done so, please see Exporting Location Based Services
Data from ADSP on page 9.

To download migration script:

1
Login to ExtremeLocation and select the  icon located at top right of the screen.

The menu expands to display different options.

Figure 1: User Account Menu

Migrating ADSP Location Based Services
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2 Select Downloads from the drop down menu.

The Downloads screen displays.

Figure 2: Downloads Screen

3 Select ADSP Migration Script.

The migration script is downloaded as a zip file. Save the file to a local directory and decompress it
using your favorite compression tool.

On extracting the file, verify if a new directory named migration-client has been created in the
directory where the zip file was extracted.

Verify if the following files are available in the migration-client directory.

• eloc-migration-client-1.2-5D.jar

• log4j.properties

• migrate_adsp_linux.sh

• migrate_adsp_windows.bat

• migration-client.properties

• README-Linux.txt

• README-Windows.txt

Please refer the README text file (for your operating system) for instructions on how to use the
commands.

Note
The file name for the .jar file will change for every new release.

Migrating ADSP Location Based Services
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Executing the Migration Script
To migrate location based services from AirDefense Service Platform to ExtremeLocation, use the
following steps:

1 Upload the FloorPlan.zip file to the ExtremeLocation server

2 Verify if the upload has completed successfully. If not, use the upload summary report
(upload_summary-*.csv) to troubleshoot

3 Once all errors are corrected, start the migration

4 Verify to check if the migration has completed successfully

You can use Linux or Windows to migrate the ADSP location based services to ExtremeLocation. The
downloaded migration script zip file contains a shell script for the Linux environment and a batch file
for any Windows environment.

The commands to upload and migrate are the same for both the operating systems. The invocation
script changes according to the operating system.

Migration using Linux
You should have downloaded and extracted the migration scripts from within the ExtremeLocation user
interface. If you have not done so, refer Download the Migration Script on page 17 for more information.

To use Linux environment to migrate your location based services data:

1 Copy the following files to your Linux machine.

• The FloorPlan.zip file transferred from your ADSP system.

• The downloaded migration file eloc-adsp-migration-client.zip that you downloaded
from the ExtremeLocation user interface.

2 Extract the eloc-adsp-migration-client.zip file using the following command

unzip eloc-adsp-migration-client.zip

The contents of this file are extracted to a directory named migration-client in the directory
where you saved the eloc-adsp-migration-client.zip file.

3 Verify if the following files are extracted in the migration-client directory.

• eloc-migration-client-1.2-5D.jar

• log4j.properties

• migrate_adsp_linux.sh

• migrate_adsp_windows.bat

• migration-client.properties

• README-Linux.txt

• README-Windows.txt

Note
The file name for the .jar file will change for every new release.

Migrating ADSP Location Based Services
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4 Execute the command: ./migrate_adsp_linux.sh <API Key> upload <Path to ADSP
exported Data> [license=true|false].

Pass the following parameters to this command:

API Key Pass the valid API key for your ExtremeLocation account.

Path to ADSP exported Data Pass the complete path to the FloorPlan.zip file.

license Set the flag to indicate that licenses have to be auto allocated to the sites.

A report is generated on completion of this command. The report is saved in the directory from
where the upload command was run. Generally, the update summary report is named similar to
update-summary_2018-04-14_18-20.csv where the number indicates the time the
command was run.

5 Verify the content of the summary .csv file and resolve any issues indicated in the file.

For more information on the errors that can occur and on suggested steps to resolve those issues,
see Migration Errors on page 23.

6 Execute the command: ./migrate_adsp_linux.sh <API Key> migrate
license=true.

Pass the following parameters to this command:

API Key Pass the valid API key for your ExtremeLocation account.

license Set the flag to indicate that licenses have to be auto allocated to the sites.

A report is generated on completion of this command. The report is saved in the directory from
where the migrate command was run. Generally, the migrate summary report is named similar to
migrate-summary_2018-04-14_18-20.csv where the number indicates the time the
command was run.

Login to your ExtremeLocation account through the web user interface to verify if the migration was
successful. See Verify Migration in ExtremeLocation on page 27

Migration using Windows
You should have downloaded and extracted the migration scripts from within the ExtremeLocation user
interface. If you have not done so, refer Download the Migration Script on page 17 for more information.

To use the Windows environment to migrate your location based services data:

1 Copy the following files to your Windows machine.

• The FloorPlan.zip file transferred from your ADSP system.

• The downloaded migration file eloc-adsp-migration-client.zip that you downloaded
from the ExtremeLocation user interface.

2 Extract the eloc-adsp-migration-client.zip file using your favourite zip/compression tool.
winzip is used in this example.

winzip eloc-adsp-migration-client.zip

The contents of this file are extracted to a directory named migration-client in the directory
where you saved the eloc-adsp-migration-client.zip file.

Migrating ADSP Location Based Services
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3 Verify if the following files are extracted in the migration-client directory.

• eloc-migration-client-1.2-5D.jar

• log4j.properties

• migrate_adsp_linux.sh

• migrate_adsp_windows.bat

• migration-client.properties

• README-Linux.txt

• README-Windows.txt

Note
The file name for the .jar file will change for every new release.

4 Execute the command: migrate_adsp_windows.bat <API Key> upload <Path to
ADSP exported Data> [license=true|false].

Pass the following parameters to this command:

API Key Pass the valid API key for your ExtremeLocation account.

Path to ADSP exported Data Pass the complete path to the FloorPlan.zip file.

license Set the flag to indicate that licenses have to be auto allocated to the sites.

The command is executed in the current directory.

A report is generated on completion of this command. The report is saved in the directory from
where the upload command was run. Generally, the update summary report is named similar to
update-summary_2018-04-14_18-20.csv where the number indicates the time the
command was run.

Migrating ADSP Location Based Services
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5 Verify the content of the summary .csv file and resolve any issues indicated in the file.

For more information on the errors that can occur and on suggested steps to resolve those issues,
see Migration Errors on page 23.

6 Execute the command: migrate_adsp_windows.bat <API Key> migrate
license=true.

Pass the following parameters to this command:

API Key Pass the valid API key for your ExtremeLocation account.

license Set the flag to indicate that licenses have to be auto allocated to the sites.

The command is executed in the current directory.

A report is generated on completion of this command. The report is saved in the directory from
where the migrate command was run. Generally, the migrate summary report is named similar to
migrate-summary_2018-04-14_18-20.csv where the number indicates the time the
command was run.

Login to your ExtremeLocation account through the web user interface to verify if the migration was
successful. See Verify Migration in ExtremeLocation on page 27

Migrating ADSP Location Based Services
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Migration Errors

Possible Causes of Migration Failure
These are the possible causes for the migration to fail.

Error Mitigation

Passing wrong arguments to the script. The script prompts the error. User needs to pass correct
arguments to the script.

Passing wrong number arguments to the script. The script prompts the error. User needs to pass the
correct number of arguments to the script.

When executing the script from a Linux machine, the
script does not have execute permissions.

Change the permissions using chmod command.

Wrong API Key provided while performing Upload or
Migrate using the script.

The script tries three (3) times with the passed API Key
before failing. User should verify API key before running
the script.

Wrong path of the FloorPlan.zip file is provided
to the script.

The script responds with a
File Not Found

error. User should verify that the correct path to the
FloorPlan.zip is provided before running the
script.

Connection issues to the ExtremeLocation server due to
network failure or the ExtremeLocation server is down
for upgrade or maintenance.

When the ExtremeLocation is not reachable, the script
tries three (3) times before failing. Ensure you can reach
the ExtremeLocation server for the entire duration the
script is running. If the server is down for maintenance
or upgrade, please wait for sometime before trying to
run the script again.

A previous attempt to migrate has failed and migration
data is still present on the device used to run the
migration script. Another attempt to migrate the same
Floorplan is being done.

In case for an attempt to migrate has failed, some
migration data is retained on the device that ran the
migration script. This data must be removed before
trying again. To clear the residual migration data, use
the clear option of the migration script.

Client Side Errors

Error Cause Mitigation

Invalid command Command entered by the user is not
among the supported commands

Check the commands with --help
option.

Invalid arguments Command sequence or options are
wrong

Check the commands with --help
option.

Failed to find host.
Please configure host
in migration-
client.properties

Could not find host information in
migration-
client.properties property
setting

Please configure the correct
ExtremeLocation host in the
migration-
client.properties setting

Migrating ADSP Location Based Services
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Error Cause Mitigation

Unable to find host Failed to read migration-
client.properties property
setting

Please configure host in
migration-
client.properties property
setting

UnknownHostException Unable to connect to the host name
configured in the migration-
client.properties property
setting

Please configure host in
migration-
client.properties property
setting

The system cannot find
the path specified

Environment variable JAVA_HOME
is not set

Please set environment variable
JAVA_HOME to Java path

• Linux: Check echo $JAVA_HOME

• Windows: Check echo
%JAVA_HOME%

Exception in thread
"main" java.lang.
UnsupportedClassVersion
Error: Unsupported
major.minor version
51.0

Environment variable JAVA_HOME
is not set to Java version 1.7 or
higher.

Set the environment variable
JAVA_HOME to Java 1.7 or higher
version.

File does not exist. OR
File not found.

Selected file for upload does not
exist

Check path for the file

Selected path is not a
file.

Selected path is not a valid file. Select a file instead of directory.

Connection timed out:
connect

Unable to connect to host Please check the connectivity

No route to host:
connect

Unable to connect to host Please check the connectivity

Connection refused:
connect

Unable to connect to host Service might be down

Migration failed... Migration process at server failed. Check summary and logs.

No migration process in
progress. Upload the
data first…

Trying to migrate without uploading
file

Upload the data file with upload
option of the migration script.

There is another file
already uploaded.
Please execute migrate
command to commit or
execute clear to clear
the data.

Trying to upload another file without
migrating or clearing the previous
uploaded data.

Please execute migrate
command to commit or execute
clear to clear the data.

Failed to upload File.
Check summary and logs.

File upload failed at server. Check logs and summary report for
more details
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Error Cause Mitigation

Failed to get migration
status. Retried 3
times. Giving up

Unable to get the status from the
ExtremeLocation server.

Check network connectivity to and
service availability of the
ExtremeLocation server.

Request URL is not
allowed since License
is not present

API key is not valid or tenant does
not have valid license

Check API key and license applied
on the tenant.

Server Side Errors
Server side errors are appended to the migration-client.log file. These errors are also shown on
the console.

Error Cause Mitigation

Unable to extract zip
file.

Cannot extract the zip file or the file
format is invalid.

Upload a valid FloorPlan.zip
file

Unable to parse site
details in CSV file.

Uploaded zip file does not have valid
floorplans.csv file.

Check the floorplans.csv file
in zip file exported from ADSP.

No sites found in
exported data file.

Could not find any sites in the zip
file.

Check the floorplans.csv file
in zip file exported from ADSP.

Could not find
background image file.

Floor does not have the Floorplan
image file. This floor is omitted and
process continues with importing
the rest of the floors and sites.

Check background image/floor plan
image of the floor in ADSP and
correct the same.

Floor size seems to be
too big.

This error occurs when importing
floor maps from ADSP where the
floor map scale is not set properly.
This results in the imported floor's
floor size being too big (for example
50X50 KMs). So, while migrating, the
maximum size of an imported floor
map is restricted to 500X400
meters or 200,000 sq. meters.

Check the floor plan on ADSP and
correct the scale and export the floor
map for import.

Floor:<floor number>
does not have any
background image files

Floors without the floor map image
file will be omitted and the
remaining floors and sites will be
processed.

Check background image/floor plan
image of the floor in ADSP and
correct the same.

No floors to be created Sites that do not have any floors or
floors are omitted due to improper
or missing data

Not Applicable

No measurement data
file(mlzs) for site

Site does not have calibration data. Not Applicable

Failed to add MLZ file
to DB.

Unable to store the MLZ file in the
DB

Not Applicable

Failed to create site:
[site name]

Unable to create site due to
ExtremeLocation service down or
not responding.

Wait for ExtremeLocation service to
become available and try to migrate
failed sites again.
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Error Cause Mitigation

Failed to add floor: OR
Failed to create floor

Unable to create floor due to
ExtremeLocation service down or
not responding.

Wait for ExtremeLocation service to
become available and try to migrate
failed floors again.

Failed to create all
devices. OR Failed to
create some of the
devices.

Unable to create devices due to
ExtremeLocation service down or
not responding.

Wait for ExtremeLocation service to
become available and try to migrate
failed devices again.

Failed to create
categories.

Creation of some or all categories
failed but migration has continue for
the remaining data.

Retry

Unable to get license
information.

Failed to get available license for the
tenant

The required number of licenses
need to be allocated manually after
migration.

Error while saving site
data

An unknown error occurred during
site creation.

Try migrating the failed sites again.

Tenant is not licensed. Tenant does not have any licenses to
use for migration.

Apply at least 1 license to the tenant
account before trying to migrate.

Tenant does not have
licenses available in
the pool.

Tenant does not have sufficient
licenses

Extend licenses or add more licenses
to the pool.

Failed to Apply License Failed to apply the license to the
given site.

Licenses need to be allocated
manually after migration.
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3 Verify Migration in
ExtremeLocation
Verify Migration
RF Domain Configuration

To verify that the location based services from AirDefense Service Platform is successfully migrated to
ExtremeLocation:

1 Login to the web user interface from the ExtremeLocation login page

2 Review the Maps screen to check if all your sites have been imported

3 Since AirDefense Service Platform does not have geo-location information, place your sites
individually in the maps screen

4 Verify if the site details have been imported properly. Check floors, floor maps for each floor, and
access point position on each floor

5 Create a location profile on the WiNG server to configure WiNG to send the sensor information to
ExtremeLocation

Verify Migration
Use the ExtremeLocation Log In screen to log in to your account.

Figure 3: ExtremeLocation Login Screen

To log in into ExtremeLocation:

1 Provide the user name in the User Id field (typically the email ID that you registered with).

2 Provide the password for the user name in the Password field.
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3 Select the Login button to login to the ExtremeLocation user interface.

On successful login, the Maps screen appears.

Figure 4: Maps Screen

4 Select the Sites drop-down list to expand it.

The Sites drop-down list expands to display the sites and site groups configured for this
ExtremeLocation account.

Figure 5: Sites List
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5 Verify if your sites have successfully imported into ExtremeLocation.

The imported sites will not be visible in the Maps view. This is because AirDefense Service Platform
does not store geo-location information for the sites it manages. You will have to place each at its
exact geo-location before you can proceed further.

6

Select your site from the drop-down list and then select the  button to edit the selected site to
place it at its exact geo-location.

The selected site loads in the Map screen.

Figure 6: Imported Site

7
Click and drag the  icon to the correct location on the map. Zoom the map as required to ensure
accuracy while placing the icon at the exact location on the map.

The Location values change to reflect the exact geo-location for the site.
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8 Review the Site Groups this Site is a member of. If required, modify the site groups to reflect the
correct memberships for this site.

ADSP uses Scopes to define a site. For example the below image displays a scope for a site.

Figure 7: ADSP Site Scope

When importing this site (LAB), each level of the scope is created as a site group and the site is
made a member of each of these new site groups. In this example, the following site groups are
created:

• ADSP (this is the default-root-name for most of the sites exported from ADSP)

• India_ADSP

• Karnataka_India_ADSP

• Begaluru_Karnataka_India_ADSP

• IISC_Begaluru_Karnataka_India_ADSP

The site (LAB_IISC_Begaluru_Karnataka_India_ADSP) becomes a member of all these site groups.

Note
You can choose to retain, modify or remove these site groups to meet your requirements.

Note
When multiple sites have the same site name, they are renamed with a numerical suffix.
For example, LAB_1_IISC_Begaluru_Karnataka_India_ADSP,
LAB_2_IISC_Begaluru_Karnataka_India_ADSP etc.

9 Review the other fields in this screen and update if required.

10 Select the Save button to save the corrected site information. At any point of time, select the Cancel
to exit without saving.

11 Open each site in Maps view and verify if the floors have been created, correct floor map is loaded
for each floor, and the access points are placed at the correct location on the floor map.

RF Domain Configuration
For ExtremeLocation to work, the RF Domain policy's sensor configuration must point to an existing
Sensor policy or to a newly created Sensor Policy.

To set the RF Domain's Sensor configuration:

Verify Migration in ExtremeLocation
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1 Select Configuration > RF Domains > <The correct RF Domain>.

The RF Domain screen displays.
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2 Select Sensor from the menu on the left.

The Sensor screen displays.

3 Select + Add Row from within the Location Tracking System list.

This adds a new row in the Location Tracking System table. Only one row can be configured for this
table.

Provide the following information:

Server Id Use the spinner control to assign a numeric ID for the ExtremeLocation server. The default ID
value is 1.

IP Address/
Hostname

Provide the host name of the ExtremeLocation server. Host name cannot exceed 64
characters or contain an underscore.

The URL to be configured is:

• http://feeds1.extremelocation.com

Note
This field must not contain the IP address of the above server. Due to load
balancing, the IP address might change periodically.

Port Use the spinner control to specify the port of the ExtremeLocation server. The default port is
443.

Verify Migration in ExtremeLocation
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4
In ExtremeLocation locate your tenant account number. This number is located next to the  at
the top right of your screen.
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5 Specify your ExtremeLocation Tenant Account Number in the Tenant Account field .

6 Select OK to save the changes to the RF Domain Sensor configuration, or select Reset to revert to
the last saved configuration.
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7 Select Basic from the RF Domain menu on the left.

The RF Domain basic configuration screen appears.

Figure 8: RF Domain Basic Configuration Screen

8 Select the Country drop-down to expand it and select the country of operation for this access point.

9 Select OK to save the changes to the RF Domain Basic configuration, or select Reset to revert to the
last saved configuration.

10 Select Exit to exit the RF Domain configuration screen.

11 From the top right corner of the screen select the Commit and Save button to commit and save
changes to the RF Domain.
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